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If you are citizen of Essex County and going to marriage there, you have to select one of the best
wedding venues where your marriage procession could be held successfully as per your
requirements. Although selecting the perfect venue is not an easy task in Essex however you can
choose it by making a little effort. There will be various venues but you have to select one of the
best according to specific needs such as if you require a wedding venue just for your reception or
you want to spend your entire wedding ceremony and party there, will be your choice. It totally
depends on your specific needs and requirements.

You must aware about one of the most important thing that you should make proper enquiry about
various venues that are available in Essex. If you have no any prior information or details about the
wedding venues, you should go through the online resources. In this Internet Era, there are plenty of
websites which provide the detailed information of the venues that are best suited for wedding
reception or entire wedding ceremony. You can get contact details along with websites of prominent
venues on these sites. This will help you to visit their official site which will give an overview of the
venue in terms of facilities that are available there and the quality of services they provide.

Following are some of the most reputed wedding venues in Essex. Have a glance on them:

Fennes: It is located in 100 acres of scenic Essex countryside and look like a charming Georgian
Manor House. You will find the room here so elegant and perfect that you feel like it was your own
home. Elegant reception rooms, beautiful garden with exotic landscapes are the main attractions of
this venue.

Crabbs Barn: It is situated on the outskirts of the village Kelvedon, known for beautiful restored
building set, lovely gardens and a picturesque pond. Here, staffs are professionally trained and
available for your entire wedding events whether you are going to organize a grand reception or
entire wedding ceremony. This venue is perfect for every occasion.

The Rochford Hotel: This hotel is also considered one of the best wedding venues in Essex and has
been given licensed to host civil ceremonies. Hotel staffs are fully dedicated and capable to make
your marriage event successfully as per your requirements.

Along with the above mentioned venues, there are many other wedding venues in Essex where you
can organize your wedding event successfully.
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Spain  Shall - About Author:
Spains Hall - Essex Wedding and Events Venue is a stunning setting for a Romantic country house
wedding or Corporate event.  Spains Hall is surrounded with beautiful formal gardens making it ideal
for all social events. For more information please visit: A HREFhttp://www.spainshall.co.uk/>essex
wedding venue/A>
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